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INTRODUCTION
The plaintiff, Dr. Armando Soto, filed suit in Virginia court regarding online
comments made about his Florida plastic surgery practice by patients whom Dr. Soto
treated in Florida. In furtherance of that suit, Dr. Soto subpoenaed Comcast for the
identity of an individual who posted a critical comment regarding Dr. Soto on the website
www.RateMDs.com. Yet, notwithstanding the protections provided anonymous speakers
by Virginia statute and the First Amendment, Dr. Soto failed to provide the individual the
requisite notice of the allegations against him and has produced no evidence supporting
his claim that John Doe’s speech was defamatory or otherwise tortious.1
Moreover, Dr. Soto brought this suit in an entirely inappropriate forum. He seeks
to use the Virginia courts to attack speech that almost certainly was uttered in Florida
about a Florida business. As a result, the apparent purpose of filing in Virginia is to
increase the burden on Doe of defending against this litigation. That Dr. Soto seeks to
attack Doe’s speech is particularly troublesome because the speech addresses issues of
public concern regarding the performance of a physician and the products he uses, and
thus goes to the heart of the speech protected by the First Amendment. As a result, the
subpoena should be quashed, and sanctions should be imposed against Dr. Soto and his
attorney.2

The pronouns used throughout this memorandum to refer to Doe are not meant to
indicate gender. The male pronoun is used because the plaintiff captioned his complaint as
a suit against John Does.
2
Doe makes this appearance solely to contest the subpoena seeking to uncover his
identity and does not concede this court’s jurisdiction over him. If the complaint is served
on him, Doe reserves the right to contest the court’s jurisdiction and move to change
venue.
1

1

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Dr. Soto describes himself as running a “premier Orlando Aesthetic Surgery
practice and surgical facility.” http://www.drarmandosoto.com/index.html. His website
describes no place of business other than Orlando, Florida. There, his site states, his
practice focuses on “all aspects of facial rejuvenation and body contouring procedures
including brow lift, upper and lower lid blepharoplasty (eyelid surgery), face/neck lift
(rhytidectomy), rhinoplasty, chin augmentation, laser resurfacing, Botox® and fillers,
liposuction, abdominoplasty, inner thigh lift, brachioplasty, torsoplasty (body lift), and
breast surgery, including breast augmentation, breast reduction and breast lift
procedures.” http://www.drarmandosoto.com/meet-drsoto.html.
Among the types of liposuction that Dr. Soto offers is VASER Liposelection. His
website describes VASER as an “excellent option for men interested in body contouring”
and, in fact, “[o]ne of [his] most popular procedures among [his] male patients.”
http://www.drarmandosoto.com/other.html. “You see dramatic improvement immediately
after surgery[.]” Id. The website further states, “It is a great option for any healthy adult
with unwanted collections of excess fatty tissue. VASER Liposelection has proven to be a
wonderful option for many patients, with a very high rate of satisfaction, short recovery,
and very low risk.” http://www.drarmandosoto.com/liposuction.html.
Several individuals who state that they were Dr. Soto’s patients have used the
forum at www.RateMDs.com to comment on their experience with him. Complaint Exh.
A. Posting on a page specifically devoted to Dr. Soto, which lists his place of business as
Orlando, these commenters have described wide-ranging experiences with Dr. Soto’s
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services. Id. One provides the advice “[r]un from him.” Id. at 5. Another declares “I am
thrilled with my new body.” Id.
On September 15, 2011, movant Doe posted on this forum. He stated:
I paid for Vaser HD and had very little fat around my abdomen. I just
wanted the sculpting look that is advertised. Got all the “yes we can’s”
before surgery. The worst wake up in recovery EVER. I was rished [sic] on
a Friday afternoon to wake up and I remember how bad it was. The biggest
concern. I paid almost 8K with misc stuff and I see absolutely “no results”
and feel that my love handles actually look bigger. Wasted money, bad
experience!
Id. at 4. Alongside this text is a drawing of a frowning face.
Dr. Soto filed a complaint in Henrico County court against ten John Does
who posted on the www.RateMDs.com forum, among other sites. See Complaint
Exh. A. His justification for filing in this jurisdiction was his assertion that “upon
information and belief, some Defendants may be located within the Commonwealth
of Virginia.” Complaint ¶ 2 (emphasis added). The complaint also asserts that the
websites the Does utilized to post their comments are “widely accessible and
utilized throughout the Commonwealth of Virginia.” Id. ¶ 3. The complaint alleges
that each of the Does’ comments constitutes defamation, tortious interference with
contract rights, and tortious interference with business expectancies, and that the
Does conspired to injure Dr. Soto’s trade, business and reputation. Id. ¶¶ 11-26. Dr.
Soto seeks $49,000 in compensatory damages, among other relief. The complaint
includes as an exhibit a copy of the comments regarding Dr. Soto posted on
www.RateMDs.com, but does not provide or reference evidence supporting its
allegations. See Complaint Exh. A.
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Dr. Soto’s attorney then prepared a subpoena directed to Comcast of
Georgia/Virginia requiring it to release the identity of the individual associated
with a particular IP address that was in use on September 15, 2011, at 8:48pm.
Presumably, Dr. Soto has determined that this IP address is associated with the
September 15, 2011, post on www.RateMDs.com. Although the subpoena was
transmitted by Comcast to movant Doe, whose identity would be revealed by
Comcast’s response to the subpoena, Comcast did not provide Doe a copy of the
complaint or any other documentation describing the nature of the allegations
against Doe. Exh. 1. As undersigned counsel has confirmed with Comcast’s
counsel, Dr. Soto’s attorney did not serve a copy of the complaint when it served
the subpoena on Comcast.
To preserve his constitutional right to speak anonymously, and because Dr.
Soto has failed to state a colorable claim against him, let alone produce the
supporting evidence that both Virginia Code § 8.01-407.1 and the First Amendment
require before a subpoena such as this one will be enforced, movant Doe moves to
quash the subpoena served on Comcast. He further moves for sanctions against
Dr. Soto and his attorney because the complaint is not well grounded in fact, is
clearly not the product of the requisite reasonable investigation, and appears to
have been filed for the improper purpose of coercing movant Doe into removing his
criticism to avoid the expense and inconvenience of litigating in a foreign
jurisdiction.
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ARGUMENT
I.

To protect Doe’s constitutional right to speak anonymously, the First
Amendment and Virginia Code § 8.01-407.1 require the plaintiff to make
preliminary showings before he can compel Comcast to release Doe’s identity.
A. The First Amendment protects the right to speak anonymously. Jaynes v. Com.,

276 Va. 443, 461 (2008); see Watchtower Bible & Tract Soc’y. of N.Y. v. Village of Stratton,
536 U.S. 150, 166-67 (2002); Buckley v. Am. Constitutional Law Found., 525 U.S. 182,
199-200 (1999). As the United States Supreme Court wrote in McIntyre v. Ohio Elections
Commission:
[A]n author is generally free to decide whether or not to disclose his or her
true identity. The decision in favor of anonymity may be motivated by fear
of economic or official retaliation, by concern about social ostracism, or
merely by a desire to preserve as much of one’s privacy as possible.
Whatever the motivation may be, . . . the interest in having anonymous
works enter the marketplace of ideas unquestionably outweighs any public
interest in requiring disclosure as a condition of entry. Accordingly, an
author’s decision to remain anonymous, like other decisions concerning
omissions or additions to the content of a publication, is an aspect of the
freedom of speech protected by the First Amendment.
514 U.S. 334, 341-42 (1995).
“[T]he right to communicate anonymously on the Internet falls within the scope of
the First Amendment’s protections.” In re Subpoena Duces Tecum to Am. Online, Inc.,
52 Va. Cir. 26, 2000 WL 1210372, at *6 (Va. Cir. Ct. 2000), rev’d on other grounds, Am.
Online, Inc. v. Anonymous Publicly Traded Co., 261 Va. 350 (2001). Indeed, the Supreme
Court has held that “our cases provide no basis for qualifying the level of First
Amendment scrutiny that should be applied to this medium.” Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S.
844, 870 (1997).
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B. A court order compelling disclosure of a speaker, even if granted for a private
party, is a form of state action. See New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 265
(1964); Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948). As a result, “th[e] Court [has] recognize[d]
that abridgement of” First Amendment rights, “even though unintended, may inevitably
follow.” NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 461 (1958). Thus, an order to compel
production of a person’s identity “is subject to the closest scrutiny.” Id. at 461; see Bates v.
City of Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516, 524 (1960).
To ensure that speakers’ First Amendment rights are not trammeled, a growing
consensus of courts have subjected subpoenas seeking to identify anonymous internet
speakers to a balancing test that requires a finding of compelling need for such
information to justify an order of disclosure. See SaleHoo Group, Ltd. v. ABC Co., 722 F.
Supp. 2d 1210, 1214-15 (W.D. Wash. 2010) (listing cases). These courts recognize that “[i]f
Internet users could be stripped of [their] anonymity by a civil subpoena enforced under
the liberal rules of civil discovery, this would have a significant chilling effect on Internet
communications and thus on basic First Amendment rights.” Doe v. 2theMart.com, 140 F.
Supp. 2d 1088, 1093 (W.D. Wash. 2001).
In particular, the case law has moved “to coalesce around the basic framework of
the test articulated in Dendrite.” SaleHoo, 722 F. Supp. 2d at 1214 (citing Dendrite Int’l,
Inc. v. Doe No. 3, 775 A.2d 756 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2001)). In Dendrite, a company
sued four anonymous defendants who had criticized it on a Yahoo! bulletin board. 775 A.2d
at 759-60. The court set out a five-part standard for evaluating subpoenas that seek to
identify anonymous Internet speakers. Under this standard the court should:
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1. Give Notice: Require reasonable notice to the potential defendants and an
opportunity for them to defend their anonymity before issuance of any subpoena;
2. Require Specificity: Require the plaintiff to allege with specificity the speech or
conduct that has allegedly violated its rights;
3. Ensure Facial Validity: Review each claim in the complaint to ensure that it
states a cause of action upon which relief may be granted based on each statement
and against each defendant;
4. Require An Evidentiary Showing: Require the plaintiff to produce evidence
supporting each element of its claims; and
5. Balance the Equities: Weigh the potential harm (if any) to the plaintiff from
being unable to proceed against the harm to the defendant from losing the First
Amendment right to anonymity.
Id. at 760-61.
Other courts have adopted slight variations on Dendrite. In Doe v. Cahill, for
example, the Delaware Supreme Court ruled that an elected official who sued over
statements attacking his fitness to hold office could identify the anonymous online
speakers only if he could put forward sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case on
all elements of a defamation claim within his control, including evidence that the
statements were false. 884 A.2d 451, 460, 461 (Del. 2005). Under the Cahill standard,
plaintiffs should only obtain the requested discovery if they can put forth at least enough
evidence to survive a motion for summary judgment. Id. at 457; see, e.g., McMann v. Doe,
460 F. Supp. 2d 259 (D. Mass. 2006); Best Western Int’l, Inc. v. Doe, No. CV-06-1537PHX-DGC, 2006 WL 2091695 (D. Ariz. July 25, 2006) (unpublished).
C. Consistent with this case law, the Virginia legislature enacted Virginia Code §
8.01-407.1, establishing procedures for issuing “any subpoena seeking information held by
a nongovernmental person or entity that would identify the tortfeasor” in a case in which
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it is “alleged that an anonymous individual has engaged in Internet communications that
are tortious.” Va. Code § 8.01-407.1(A). Section 8.01-407.1 establishes protections for
anonymous speakers that are largely equivalent to those the courts have concluded are
constitutionally required. These protections require the party seeking to uncover the
identity of the anonymous speaker to submit the subpoena to the court along with
“supporting materials” showing “[t]hat one or more communications that are or may be
tortious or illegal have been made by the anonymous communicator, or that the party
requesting the subpoena has a legitimate, good faith basis to contend that such party is
the victim of conduct actionable in the jurisdiction where the suit was filed.” Va. Code
§ 8.01-407.1(A)(1)(a). That party must then serve these materials on the person to whom
the subpoena is addressed and that person must then transmit the materials to the
speaker so that he has an opportunity to object. Va. Code § 8.01-407.1(A)(2)-(3).
In this manner, the courts and the Virginia legislature have crafted interrelated
standards for protecting anonymous speakers’ First Amendment rights against
unwarranted civil discovery requests.
II.

The subpoena should be quashed because Dr. Soto has not made, and cannot
make, the necessary showings in support of the subpoena.
A.

Doe was not notified of the basis for the subpoena.

Both the Virginia Code and Dendrite require the party seeking to obtain an
anonymous Internet speaker’s identity to provide that speaker notice of the allegations
against him so that he can challenge the subpoena. Such documentation necessarily must
include an explanation of how the subpoena issuer believes the speech is tortious. See
Dendrite, 775 A.2d at 759-60; Va. Code § 8.01-407.1(A)(1)(a). Dr. Soto has not satisfied
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these requirements. As the undersigned has confirmed with Comcast’s counsel, Dr. Soto
never provided Comcast a copy of the complaint or any other materials explaining or
supporting his allegations. Therefore, when Comcast contacted Doe to inform him of the
subpoena, it only attached the subpoena signed by Dr. Soto’s counsel and the order of this
court enforcing that subpoena. Exh. 1. Neither document describes any of the claims
against Doe. Exh. 1. Put another way, as Dr. Soto provided Comcast insufficient
information, Comcast could not and did not inform Doe of the allegations against him.
Thus, Dr. Soto and his counsel failed to comply with Virginia law and the widely accepted
requirements of courts reviewing subpoenas that seek to uncover the identity of
anonymous speakers.
B.
Dr. Soto has provided no evidence supporting his claims, which, in any
event, are meritless.
Under both the Virginia Code and Dendrite standard, the subpoena issuer must
both allege colorable claims justifying the subpoena and come forward with evidence
supporting those claims. The Virginia Code requires that the party seeking the subpoena
“file with the appropriate circuit court a complete copy of the subpoena and all items
annexed or incorporated therein, along with supporting material showing,” at the least,
that the conduct at issue may be tortious or that the plaintiff has a “legitimate, good faith
basis” to contend that it is actionable. Va. Code § 8.01-407.1(A)(1)(a) (emphasis added).
Likewise, under Dendrite, a request for the identity of an anonymous speaker must be
supported by a properly alleged cause of action and evidence demonstrating each element
of that cause of action. Dendrite, 775 A.2d at 760 (discussing prongs two through four of
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the test). Here, Dr. Soto alleged no colorable claims in support of his subpoena and
produced no evidence supporting his claims. Therefore, the subpoena should be quashed.
1. Dr. Soto’s first claim is for defamation. Complaint ¶¶ 11-14. In a defamation case,
the plaintiff bears the burden to show that the defendant published false information that
harmed the plaintiff and that the defendant either knew that the information was false or
negligently failed to ascertain the truth. Gazette, Inc. v. Harris, 229 Va. 1, 15 (1985).
Statements of opinion are not actionable because they cannot be false. Fuste v. Riverside
Healthcare Ass’n, Inc., 265 Va. 127, 132 (2003).
Here, the entirety of movant Doe’s online post reads:
I paid for Vaser HD and had very little fat around my abdomen. I just
wanted the sculpting look that is advertised. Got all the “yes we can’s”
before surgery. The worst wake up in recovery EVER. I was rished [sic] on
a Friday afternoon to wake up and I remember how bad it was. The biggest
concern. I paid almost 8K with misc stuff and I see absolutely “no results”
and feel that my love handles actually look bigger. Wasted money, bad
experience!
Complaint Exh. A at 4.
In support of the defamation claim, the complaint states only that “[d]efendant[]
ha[s] authored, published, and distributed materially false and defamatory statements,”
“[d]efendant[] knew that [his statements] were false or acted negligently in failing to
determine the facts on which the statement were based” and that Dr. Soto was damaged
by the statements. Complaint ¶¶ 12-14. Such conclusory pleadings are entirely insufficient
under the Virginia Code and Dendrite. Dr. Soto has put forward no materials supporting
these allegations, let alone demonstrating each element of the claim.
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Indeed, Dr. Soto could not introduce such documentation supporting his claim, as
each negative statement in the post is an unactionable statement of opinion. As the
Virginia Supreme Court has explained, opinion statements are “relative;” that is, they
“depend[] for [their] import largely upon the speaker’s viewpoint.” Chaves v. Johnson, 230
Va. 112, 119 (1985). “[S]peech which does not contain a provably false factual connotation,
or statements which cannot reasonably be interpreted as stating actual facts . . . cannot
form the basis of a common law defamation action.” Fuste, 265 Va. at 132 (quoting Yeagle
v. Collegiate Times, 255 Va. 293, 295 (1998)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
“[R]hetorical hyperbole” should be treated as a constitutionally protected statement of
opinion. Yeagle, 255 Va. at 296.
The crux of Doe’s criticism specifically indicates that it is based on his personal
perspective. He explains that he “see[s]” no results stemming from the procedure, and he
“feel[s]” that his love handles “look” bigger. His conclusion that the treatment was not
worth the expense and was a bad experience is self-evidently a reflection of his personal
assessment. See Chaves, 230 Va. at 119 (“[A] charge that professional fees are excessive is
largely dependent upon the speaker’s viewpoint.”). Moreover, Doe’s assessment of his
personal appearance and the value that he places on it certainly cannot be proved
factually false.
The other statements that could possibly reflect negatively on Dr. Soto are clear
examples of rhetorical hyperbole. Doe’s assertions that his wake-up in recovery was the
worst wake up “EVER” and that he felt rushed and could still recall how “bad it was”
convey Doe’s personal perception of the experience and do not represent a factual
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retelling of events. And because these statements are anchored in Doe’s personal
experience, they cannot be proved false.
In sum, Dr. Soto’s defamation claim cannot justify the subpoena because he failed
to produce evidence—as required by Virginia’s statute and the Dendrite standard—
supporting this claim and because the claim against this Doe is not facially valid.
2. Dr. Soto’s remaining claims, which essentially recharacterize the defamation
claim as other torts, are also insufficient to justify the subpoena. To begin with, a plaintiff
cannot circumvent the First Amendment’s protections, including the limits the First
Amendment places on civil discovery, by repackaging his cause of action. See Hustler
Magazine v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 56 (1988). Were it otherwise, plaintiffs would be able to
plead around the United States Supreme Court’s “considered judgment that such a
standard is necessary to give adequate ‘breathing space’ to the freedoms protected by the
First Amendment.” Id.
Moreover, these claims are insufficiently pled and proved and plainly without
merit. Claims two and three allege that Does tortiously interfered with Dr. Soto’s
contracts with current patients and his future business expectancies. Complaint ¶¶ 15-22.
Proof of these torts requires a prima facie showing that the defendant induced or caused a
breach of a contract or expectancy. Chaves, 230 Va. at 120; Masco Contractor Servs. E.,
Inc. v. Beals, 279 F. Supp. 2d 699, 709 (E.D. Va. 2003). Dr. Soto has introduced no
evidence supporting these elements, as required by the Virginia Code and Dendrite for
the issuance of the instant subpoena.
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What is more, both torts require more specific allegations than are present in the
complaint. “The purpose of laws against tortious interference [either with contract rights
or business expectations] is not to protect consumers or the operation of the marketplace
generally. Rather, these causes of action provide a legal remedy where a particular
party’s specific, existing contract or business expectancy or opportunity has been
interfered with in a tortious manner. Thus, the first element that a party claiming under
either of these torts must prove is the existence of some specific contract or relationship.
Failure to allege any specific, existing economic interest is fatal to the claim.” Masco
Contractor Servs. E., Inc., 279 F. Supp. 2d at 709 (third and fourth emphases added)
(citing Eurotech, Inc. v. Cosmos European Travels Aktiengesellschaft, 189 F. Supp. 2d
385, 391 (E.D. Va. 2002)). The complaint alleges generally that Dr. Soto’s “multiple
contractual relationships” and “valid business relationships” have been harmed by the
conduct, but offers no specific information as to any relationship or any harm. Complaint
¶¶ 16, 20. Under Virginia law, the complaint is insufficient to state a claim.
Further, “Virginia caselaw applying the tort of intentional interference with a
business expectancy contain a fifth, unstated element to the prima facie case: a
competitive relationship between the party interfered with and the interferor.” 17th Street
Assocs., LLP v. Markel Int’l Ins. Co. Ltd., 373 F. Supp. 2d 584, 600 (E.D. Va. 2005). Here,
no such relationship is alleged.
Finally, the complaint alleges that the Does conspired to injure Dr. Soto’s trade,
business, and reputation in violation of § 18.2-499 of the Virginia Code. Complaint ¶¶ 2326. “[B]usiness conspiracy, like fraud, must be pleaded with particularity, and with more
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than ‘mere conclusory language.’” GEICO v. Google, Inc., 330 F. Supp. 2d 700, 706 (E.D.
Va. 2004) (quoting Bay Tobacco, LLC v. Bell Quality Tobacco Prods., LLC, 261 F. Supp.
2d 483, 499 (E.D. Va. 2003)). As with the tortious interference claims, the complaint fails
to specify any business or reputational interest that was harmed. Nor does the complaint
plead any facts to support the conclusory allegation that movant Doe had the malicious
intent to harm the plaintiff’s business, or that he acted in concert with other Does or
anyone else. See GEICO, 330 F. Supp. 2d at 706 (dismissing claim under Va. Code § 18.2499 because allegations were “not sufficiently specific to support the conclusory language
that the parties entered into an agreement with the purpose of injuring GEICO in its
business”). Therefore, the claim is inadequately pled and cannot justify the subpoena.
C.

The balance of the equities favors quashing the subpoena.

The final step of the Dendrite test involves a balancing of the First Amendment
interest in speaking anonymously against the strength of the plaintiff’s prima facie case
and the plaintiff’s need to discover the defendant’s identity. Dendrite, 775 A.2d at 760-61.
In light of the weakness of Dr. Soto’s claims, even a very weak First Amendment interest
in the anonymous speech at issue would warrant quashing the subpoena.
Nonetheless, it is worth underscoring that because Doe’s speech addresses matters
of public concern, the highest level of First Amendment interest is at stake. See Snyder v.
Phelps, 131 S. Ct. 1207, 1215 (2011). “Speech deals with matters of public concern when it
can ‘be fairly considered as relating to any matter of political, social, or other concern to
the community.’” Id. at 1216 (quoting Connick v. Meyers, 461 U.S. 138, 146 (1983)). Here,
Doe’s speech addresses two matters of public concern. First, members of the public have
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an interest in knowing about patients’ experiences with medical care so that they can
make informed decisions about where and from whom to seek treatment. In light of the
extensive

self-promotion

on

Dr.

http://www.drarmandosoto.com/liposuction.html

Soto’s
(promising

website,
“a

very

see,
high
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rate
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satisfaction”), patients’ ability both to support and to counter his statements is
particularly important. Second, prospective patients have an interest in knowing about
others’ experience with the products Dr. Soto uses. Consumers considering utilizing
VASER Liposelection have an interest in knowing that the procedure does not always
produce the desired results or the results that are advertised. Given the public interest in
the performance of health-care providers and health-care products, Dr. Soto would have
had to demonstrate a particularly compelling justification to warrant interfering with
Doe’s expression. That his allegations are so self-evidently lacking only underscores that
the subpoena should be quashed to protect Doe’s rights.
III.

Dr. Soto and his attorney should be sanctioned.
Under Virginia law, every paper of a party represented by an attorney shall be

signed by the attorney. Va. Code § 8.01-271.1. The attorney’s signature represents that
(i) he has read the pleading, motion, or other paper, (ii) to the best of his
knowledge, information and belief, formed after reasonable inquiry, it is
well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good faith
argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law, and
(iii) it is not interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to
cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of litigation.
Id. If a court finds that an attorney violated this rule it “shall impose upon the person who
signed the paper or made the motion, a represented party, or both, an appropriate
sanction, which may include an order to pay to the other party or parties the amount of
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the reasonable expenses incurred because of the filing of the pleading, motion, or other
paper or making of the motion, including a reasonable attorney’s fee.” Id.
Both Dr. Soto and his attorney, Domingo Rivera, should be sanctioned. As
explained in the preceding section, the claims in the complaint are not well grounded in
fact or warranted by existing law. Even more worthy of sanction, is the apparent
improper purpose motivating this lawsuit—to coerce the Does into removing their posts,
thereby silencing critical speech by threatening them with expensive litigation in a foreign
jurisdiction. Moreover, as discussed below, Mr. Rivera has a history of filing similar
litigation in this jurisdiction.
Dr. Soto and Mr. Rivera have abused the Virginia judicial system by bringing a
meritless suit with absolutely no ties to the forum state. To the extent this case should
have been brought anywhere, it should have been brought in Florida. Dr. Soto and his
business are in Florida. As a result, Doe’s treatment was necessarily in Florida and those
searching for reviews of Dr. Soto are most likely to be in Florida.
As the Virginia Supreme Court has recognized, forcing an individual to litigate in a
foreign jurisdiction exposes the “defendant to expense and hardship.” Clark v. Clark, 11
Va. App. 286, 294 (1990). Moreover, it can mean that essential witnesses cannot be
summoned, preventing the defendant from being able to disprove the allegations. See
Williams v. Joynes, 278 Va. 57, 61 (2009). By filing this frivolous suit in a jurisdiction in
which (1) the plaintiff does not engage in business; (2) the plaintiff has proffered no reason
to believe the defendant resides; and (3) the defendant’s conduct likely had no effect, one
can only conclude that Dr. Soto and Mr. Rivera hoped to pressure Doe to abandon his
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speech by removing his post so that he would not have to face the burdens of defending
his statements in a foreign court.
Indeed, the prior actions of Mr. Rivera indicate that this suit was solely meant to
chill the defendant’s speech. He previously filed an almost identical complaint in this same
Court, on behalf of a California physician unhappy with criticism of her. See Rajagopal v.
Does 1-10, No. CL 10-3014 (filed October 22, 2010) (complaint attached as Exhibit 2).
Rajagopal involved online comments regarding an article in a San Francisco newspaper,
about a physician who practices in San Francisco. Nonetheless, Mr. Rivera filed suit in
this Court. The Rajagopal complaint closely parallels the complaint here. The causes of
action are identical. The factual claims establishing the elements of each cause of action
are nearly identical. Moreover, both prayers for relief demand the same amount of
compensatory damages, $49,000, even though the statements at issue were of a different
kind, against different doctors, who practice in different jurisdictions. This pattern of
filing meritless suits in Virginia state courts, on behalf of and against people with no
apparent connection to Virginia, based on facts that have no apparent connection to
Virginia, strongly suggests that these suits are filed here to increase the defendants’ costs
and limit the defendants’ ability to defend themselves in the hope that they will remove
their online criticism rather than facing suit.
Moreover, the close resemblance between the instant complaint and the complaint
in Rajagopal provides another basis for sanctions: that Mr. Rivera did not conduct the
requisite “reasonable inquiry” to ensure that “to the best of his knowledge, information
and belief” the complaint was “well grounded in fact.” Va. Code § 8.01-271.1. It is
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farfetched to believe that Mr. Rivera conducted an inquiry into the allegations in this case
and those in Rajagopal and then concluded that each supported identical compensatory
damages and identical causes of action.
The Court should not allow itself to become the go-to jurisdiction for physicians
from across the country who are unhappy about online criticism. The facially meritless
claims and the strong appearance of an improper purpose in bringing the suit here (or at
all) warrant an award of sanctions against the plaintiff and his counsel in this case.
CONCLUSION
The Court should quash the subpoena and impose sanctions on Dr. Soto and his
attorney.
Respectfully submitted,
_____________________________
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_____________________________
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EXHIBITS
1. Attachments sent to Doe by Comcast on April 13, 2012, providing him
documentation regarding the subpoena.
2. Complaint in Rajagopal v. Does 1-10, No. CL 10-3014, filed October 22, 2010.
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